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ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY

40 CFR Part 88

Clean Fuel Fleet Program

Definitions and General Provisions

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)Agency:

Action: Final Rule

The provisions of Subpart C of Title II of the CleanSummary:

Air Act require certain states to revise their State

Implementation Plans (SIP) to incorporate a Clean Fuel Fleet

Under this program, specified percentages of the newProgram.

vehicles acquired in model year 1998 and after by certain fleet

owners must meet clean-fuel fleet vehicle (CFFV) emission

This requirement can be met by the purchase of newstandards.

CFFVs, the conversion of conventional vehicles to CFFVs, or

through purchases of credits pursuant to a credit program. The

implement d'icredit program and to exempt CFFVs from certain
.*•

These revisions must betransportation control measures.

submitted to EPA by May 15, 1994.

This final rule contains definitions for certain key terms
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and provisions, for use by the states in determining the

requirements of their programs. These terms and provisions will

be used to determine which fleet operators are covered by the 

requirements of the program and to determine which fleet vehicles 

will be counted for the purchase requirements of the program.

Effective Date: This Final Rule is effective on [insert date 30

days after date of publication in FR].

Materials relevant to this final rule are containedAddresses:

in Public Docket No. A-92-30, located at Room M-1500, Waterside

Mall (ground floor), U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 401 M

Street S.W., Washington, D.C. 20460. The docket may be

inspected from 8:00 a.m. until 12:00 noon and from 1:30 p.m.

until 3:00 p.m. Monday through Friday. Under 40 CFR Part 2, a

reasonable fee may be charged by EPA for copying docket 

materials.

For Further Information Contact:

Marie Revolt

2565 Plymouth Road

Ann Arbor, Michigan 48105

313-741-7822Telephone:
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Supplemental Information:

I. Background

According to section 246(b) of the Clean Air Act (the

”Act")z beginning in model year 1998 "each covered fleet operator

in each covered area" shall include a certain portion of clean

fuel fleet vehicles in new vehicle purchases. Under Section

246(c) of the Act, the date for the commencement of the program

may be delayed until as late as model year 2001 if vehicles

meeting the CFFV standards are not offered for sale in California

in model year 1998. At this time, however, EPA expects that

vehicles meeting the CFFV standards will be offered for sale in

California in model year 1998.

There are three terms included in the Act that are pivotal

in determining which fleet vehicles and ultimately which fleets

will be covered by the fleet program. These are "covered fleet

operator," "centrally fueled," and "capable of being centrally

In addition, several other terms used in sections 241fueled."

These terms

are:

law enforcement vehicle; model year; motor vehicles held for

lease or rental to the general public; new covered fleet vehicle;
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nonroad vehicles and engines; owned or operated, leased, or

and 246 of the Act need to be defined to determine which fleet 
-•••

vehicles atj^subject to the purchase requirements.

control; dealer demonstration vehicle; emergency vehicle;



otherwise controlled; person; vehicle used for motor vehicle

manufacturer product evaluations and tests; under normal

conditions garaged at personal residence at night. Also, EPA

believes that one additional issue-s requires further

clarification: how to promote uniformity for multi-state

nonattainment areas.

EPA proposed definitions for these terms and regulations

dealing with these issues in a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking

(NPRM) published on June 10f 1993 in the Federal Register (58 FR

32474), and held a public hearing on that NPRM on July 15, 1993.

Comments were accepted at that time and for thirty days

Comments were submitted at

the hearing by seven entities representing both the industry and

the states being regulated. Written comments after the hearing

were submitted by these commenters and several others.

Interested readers are referred to the docket for this rulemaking

for the transcript of the hearing and copies of all written

comments (see the Addresses section of this Final Rule for

information about the docket).

PubllqJiSarticipationII.

The development of proposed definitions for Clean Air Act

terms involved significant participation from the public, 

This participation resulted fir"’especially states and fleets.
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thereafter, until August 16, 1993.
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in EPA's decision to propose regulations containing standardized 

key definitions for all state clean-fuel fleet programs under

Part C of Title II of the Act, and then in the development of 

definitions that responded to many of the concerns and

The draft definitions were coordinatedsuggestions that emerged.

with state and fleet interests prior to release of the NPRM and, 

during the public hearing and public comment period, EPA received

a number of comments on the proposed definitions. In response to

those comments, the Agency has prepared a document entitled

"Summary and Analysis of Comments: Proposed Clean Fuel Fleet

Definitions," which may be found in the docket for this rule.

The following paragraphs review several of the most significant 

issues raised in the comments and discuss the reasoning behind

EPA's final decisions on these issues.

Several commenters addressed EPA's proposed definitions for

"centrally fueled" and "capable of being centrally fueled." The

proposed definition for centrally fueled meant a vehicle that is 

refueled at least 75 percent of the time at a central location.

The proposed definition for capable of being centrally fueled

"Practical" meant that the vehicle does r.' ‘

»•

vehicles would not cause undue economic hardship.
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the time, and "economical" meant that central fueling for th’ 

meant it is.practically and economically feasible to refuel the 

vehicle ce^gjrally.

travel farther than its operational range more than 50 percent 



Commenters representing heavy-duty engine manufacturers 

suggested that the program should only apply to those vehicles 

that are refueled centrally 100 percent of the time or are 

capable of being refueled centrally 100 percent of the time.

They argue that vehicles purchased by heavy-duty vehicle fleet 

operators in order to comply with clean-fuel fleet programs will 

be dedicated to a single fuel that may not be widely available.

These commenters suggested that to require fleet operators to 

replace vehicles that currently spend some time out of range of 

the central fueling facilities with dedicated vehicles may 

require fleet operators to change their business significantly or 

acquire more vehicles in order to keep more vehicles closer to 

the fuel.

Other commenters, primarily those representing natural gas

interests, made an opposing point. For the "centrally fueled"

definition, they suggested that the 75 percent criterion was too 

high and that vehicles that currently operate at least 50 percent

of their time inside the range of a central facility should also

This position was based on thebe considered centrally fueled.

expectation that, by 1998, the natural gas fueling infrastructure 

definition for "capable of being centrally refueled" with minor

Finally, several other commenters, including lightrevisions .

duty vehicle manufacturers, petroleum interests, and light-duty
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would be sufficiently widespread that vehicles need not always 

return "home" for fueling. They supported EFA's proposed 



vehicle fleet operators, commented that the proposed 75 percent

criterion waa appropriate. However, with regard to the

definition for capable of being centrally fueled, they believed

that the proposed criterion of 50 percent of operation within

reach of the fueling facility was too low and would include many

vehicles that would not in fact be capable of central fueling.

These commenters believed that the threshold for capable of being

centrally fueled should be raised to at least at 75 percent

criterion, to bring it in line with the threshold for central

fueling.

EPa is persuaded by the comments suggesting that the

definition of "centrally fueled" be limited to vehicles that are

centrally fueled 100 percent of the time and that the definition

of "capable of being centrally fueled" be limited to vehicles

that could be fueled centrally 100 percent of the time. EPA also

believes that similar logic applies to both heavy-duty and

light-duty vehicles. First, EPA agrees that, in many cases, the

required fuel may not be widely available. While it is not clear

whether special diesel fuel will be required for heavy-duty

gasoline operated outside areas covered by reformulated gasol:.-.

Since fleet vehicles will need to use the fuel onprograms.

which they are certified, and that fuel may not always be e 5 ?
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frcial gasoline will be required for vehicles 

^California reformulated gasoline sold outside

vehicles,

certified

California or for vehicles certified on federal reformulated



available, it therefore makes sense to use a 100 percent

threshold. Alternative fuels, including compressed natural gas.

may increase in availability, but they are likely to remain much

less available than gasoline.

Second, as suggested by some commenters, EPA believes that

revising the definition of "central fueled" will enhance

regulatory efficiency. With the recent enactment of the federal

Energy Policy Act (EPAct), requirements to purchase vehicles

capable of using alternative fuels will be phasing at or near the

same time as when the fleets program becomes effective, and EPAct

will likely apply to many of the same fleets as the Clean Fuel

Dedicated alternative fueled vehicles capable ofFleet program.

meeting very low exhaust and evaporative emission standards are

the best choice from the environmental and energy perspectives of

both programs because there is no option to operate such a

vehicle on a fuel that is less clean or that results in less

replacement of imported petroleum fuel.

As the commenters pointed out, a program that would require

that operate outside the range of the central facilities some of

the time) with vehicles requiring central fueling all the time

seems unnecessarily burdensome. Under such a program, heavy-duty

vehicle fleet operators that operate mixed service fleets woul-i
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the replacement of vehicles now operated in "mixed service" 

(i.e., vehicles that are refueled centrally most of the time but



be faced with two options. They can replace mixed service

vehicles with clean fuel vehicles that meet the CFFV emission

standards on gasoline or diesel fuel. The disadvantage with this

solution is that the technology might not be available for heavy

gasoline or diesel fuel, and reformulated fuels may not be

readily available each time a mixed service vehicle travels 

farther than its operation range. Alternatively, fleet operators

who operate mixed service fleets can replace mixed service

vehicles with vehicles that operate on reformulated diesel fuel

and conventional diesel fuel (i.e., dual-fuel vehicles). The

problem with this solution, according to these commenters, is

that dual-fuel technology may not be available. If dual-fuel

vehicles are not available, fulfilling the tasks now served by

mixed-service vehicles with dedicated vehicles would be very

Further, the Clean Air Act requires that clean-fueldifficult.

fleet vehicles must use clean fuel when operating in the non

attainment area, and forcing the use of dual-fuel vehicles in

these mixed service applications would unnecessarily create the

potential for misfueling (i.e., operating on the wrong fuel while

Similarly, as the definitions were proposed, operators of

light-duty vehicle and light-duty truck fleets would be

encouraged to purchase vehicles that operate on or are capable

9

would result in the loss of

duty vehicles to meet the heavy-duty CFFV standards operating on 



operating on conventional (or reformulated) petroleum fuels.

Fleet operators who buy these vehicles would have to either 1) 

purchase separate vehicles to satisfy the alternative fuel 

vehicle requirements of the Energy Policy Act, or 2) purchase 

flexible-fuel or dual-fuel vehicles, which would achieve 

significantly less emission reductions than clean, dedicated

alternative fuel vehicles. Even though fleet operators using 

dual-fuel vehicles are required to operate these vehicles on 

"clean fuel" while in the nonattainment area, dual-fuel vehicles 

that also operate on conventional gasoline would contribute more 

evaporative emissions in the nonattainment area than clean.

dedicated alternative fuel vehicles. For example, vehicles

capable of operating on both ethanol and gasoline have more 

evaporative emissions because when these two fuels are mixed in 

the gas tank, the mixture is more volatile than either ethanol or

Also, when such a vehicle returns to the gasoline separately.

covered area, there is a problem of what to do with the gasoline 

in the tank, since the vehicle is required to operate on a clean 

fuel (in this case, ethanol) when operating in the covered area.

In the case of a dual-fuel clean-fuel vehicle that uses

This is because dedicated CNG vehicle

have evaporative emissions due to the presence of the second

Both of these unproductive choices will be avoided if ‘fuel.

Clean Fuel Fleet program does not require the replacement ct.
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compressed KMtural gas, such a vehicle has greater emissions than 

a dedicated* CNG vehicle.

has no evaporative emissions, while a dual-fuel CNG vehicle will 



mixed-use vehicles with clean-fuel vehicles but, rather, aims the

program toward those vehicles that are or could reasonably be

centrally fueled all of the time.

EPA believes that focusing these two definitions more

clearly on vehicles that are or could be centrally fueled all the

time will help resolve fleet concerns about fuel availability and

will facilitate compliance with both Clean Air Act and EPAct

These revisions of "centrally fueled" andfleet requirements.

"capable of being centrally fueled" would encompass fewer

vehicles than the previous definitions, but would remove

impediments to fleets selecting the use of dedicated alternative

fuel vehicles, which EPA believes are the best choice to meet the

requirements of the program, these vehicles would inherently have

less emissions (exhaust and evaporative emissions) than mixed-use

vehicles. Furthermore, based on the rapid evolution of federal.

state, and local policy initiatives relating to alternate fuel

vehicles, EPA believes that these revised definitions are a

necessary part of a coordinated framework for promoting dedicated

The purchase of dedicatedclean alternate fuel vehicles.

(engines designed with the expectation of operating on only one

As incentives arefuel and then optimized for that fuel).

implemented and economic barriers are reduced for fleet operat-?-
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alternate fuel vehicles by fleet operators could lead to advances 
*<'?

in the deveXopment of an alternate fuel refueling infrastructure

and the optimization of alternate fuel vehicle technology





addition, another definition is being added: "can be centrally

fueled." This definition describes the group of fleet vehicles

that are centrally fueled or that are capable of being centrally

fueled (the sum of both of these). These four terms are pivotal

in determining which fleet vehicles and which fleets will be

covered by the fleet program; therefore, EPA will discuss these

This will facilitate the reader's understandingterms together.

of their interdependence and, consequently, of their meaning.

Fleet operators can determine whether they are covered fleet

operators if their fleets or fleet vehicles meet the criteria of

Final definitions for the other terms EPA hadthese definitions.

proposed to define are presented following the discussion of

these four terms.

Definitions of Covered Fleet Operator, Can Be CentrallyA.

Fueled, Centrally Fueled, and Capable of Being Centrally

Fueled

1. Covered Fleet Operator

area, even if the covered fleet vehicles are garaged outside of

Under Section 241(6) of the Act, a "covered fleet vehicle"it.

is one for which clean-fuel vehicle standards apply and which is
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In this, rule, EPA is defining "covered fleet operator" as

meaning a person who operates a fleet of at least ten covered 

fleet vehicles, and that fleet is operated in a single covered



in a "covered fleet" that is centrally fueled or capable of being

Thus, the definition of "covered fleetcentrally fueled.

operator" is dependent on the definitions of "centrally fueled"

and of "capable of being centrally fueled." As noted above, the

sum of the vehicles that are centrally fueled or are capable of

being centrally fueled are referred to as vehicles that can be

These terms are further defined below.centrally fueled.

This definition is intended to clarify the criteria that

determine if a fleet operator is a covered fleet operator.

According to this definition, the determination is based on

whether three major criteria are satisfied by an operator's fleet

or the vehicles in his/her fleet: (1) if the fleet can be

are operated in a single covered area; and (3) if at least 10 of

those fleet vehicles that are operated in the covered area can be

centrally fueled as defined below (i.e. they are currently

centrally fueled or they are capable of being centrally fueled),

If these criteriathereby making them covered fleet vehicles.

The term "covered fleet" is defined in section 241(5) of
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classified as a "covered fleet"; (2) if 10 or more fleet vehicles

are met, the fleet or that portion of the fleet that meet these



Act as "10 or more motor vehicles which are owned or operated by

a single person... That section also contains a list of

vehicles that are not covered and are not to be counted in

determining a covered fleet (exempt vehicles). These are:

"motor vehicles held for lease or rental to the general public,

motor vehicles held for sale by motor vehicle dealers (including

demonstration vehicles), motor vehicles used for motor vehicle

manufacturer product evaluations or tests, law enforcement and

other emergency vehicles, or nonroad vehicles (including farm and

construction vehicles) Many of these terms are defined below.

Those motor vehicles that are not specifically exempt under

Section 241(5) are "nonexempt” fleet vehicles.

Any fleet operator who owns or operates a fleet of 10 or

more nonexempt fleet vehicles may be subject to the purchase

However, the actual determination ofrequirements of the Act.

whether or not that fleet operator must purchase clean fuel

vehicles hinges on whether or not the fleet operator has a fleet

of 10 or more covered fleet vehicles,. By the same token, any

fleet operator who operates a fleet of 9 or fewer motor vehicles

•3

b)

Although section 246(a)(2) of the Act defines the term

"covered area” and section 246(b) specifically limits the
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is not subject to the purchase requirements under the Act. 

w

"In the Covered Area"



program's application to "each covered fleet operator in each

covered area," the Act does not clearly define what the term "in”

It is clear that fleet vehicles garaged in the coveredmeans.

area are affected by the Clean Fuel Fleet Program; however, the

issue of fleet vehicles operated in but garaged outside the

covered area needs to be addressed further. EPA believes that

Congress intended for those fleet vehicles operated in, but

garaged outside, the covered area to be included in the Clean

Fuel Fleet Program since vehicle miles travelled in the covered

area clearly affect air quality in the covered area.

In the NPRM, EPA proposed to address the issue of fleet

vehicles operated in, but garaged outside, the covered area by

defining the term "operated in a covered area" as meaning a fleet

which is operated from a covered area, or spends 75 percent or

more of total fleet operating time in a covered area. However,

during the comment period, EPA became aware of problems with this

definition.

The proposed definition could have created competitive

’•V.

that can b^eentrally fueled, fleets located in the covered area

would have been affected by the program no matter how much of

As long as

they had ten or more vehicles that can be centrally fueled, they

would have been subject to the purchase requirements of the Acb
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their operating time was spent in the covered area.

inequities. Specifically, for fleets of ten or more vehicles
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fleets of ten or more vehicles that can be centrally fueled would

have been affected by the program only if they spent 75 percent

they did not meet that high standard of operating time in the

covered area, they would not have been subject to the purchase

requirements of the Act.

The proposed definition also would have treated differently

fleets with similar impacts on a covered area's ambient air

quality based merely on whether the fleets were operating from a

location inside or outside the covered area. Vehicle miles

travelled in a covered area affect the air quality the same

regardless of where the vehicle is garaged.

Second, the proposed definition could have created

administrative and enforcement problems for states and EPA. EPA

believes that it should be less of an administrative burden to

determine whether a fleet that can be centrally fueled operates

at all in a covered area rather than determining whether such a

area.

is withdrawing the proposed definition of the term "operated :

Although it might be useful to define this *-•••-covered area".
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Therefore, rather than promulgate a flawed definition, efa

or more of total fleet operating time in the covered area. If

However, for similar fleets located outside the covered area,

fleet operates 75 percent of total operating time in a covered 
s
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by regulation for purposes of uniformity, EPA is constrained in

EPA believes that states would achieve the maximum available

air quality benefits of the fleet program by defining the term

"operated in a covered area" such that a vehicle will be covered

if it operates in a covered area at any time during the year, and

EPA suggests that states consider this approach. However, since

the Clean Fuel Fleet Program is a state program administered

through SIPs and since EPA is not finalizing a definition for

this term, states will have some flexibility in defining

"operated in a covered area" subject to EPA approval. During the

SIP approval process, EPA will consider how much emission

reduction to credit to states based on the broadness of their

definition for "operated in the covered area." Obviously, the

larger the number of vehicles included in the program the greater

the benefits available. EPA may in the future propose to define

this term by regulation in a separate rulemaking.

c)

meaning a motor vehicle that is "(i) in a vehicle class for which 

standards are applicable under this part; and (ii) in a covered 

fleet which is centrally fueled (or capable of being centrally

18

Section 241(6) of the Act defines "covered fleet vehicle" as

finalizing an improved definition by notice and comment concerns.

"Covered Fleet Vehicle"



fueled), M with the exception that "... no vehicle which under

fueled..."

covered fleet vehiclesr then, the fleet operator who owns or

operates a fleet of 10 or more non-exempt vehicles that are

operated in a covered area must determine if at least 10 of those 

vehicles can be centrally fueled (i.e., they are centrally fueled

or capable of being centrally fueled, as defined below.)

Can be Centrally Fueled2.

During the comment period, it became apparent to EPA that it 

would be useful to define a single term that would encompass 

those vehicles that are currently centrally fueled and those that

are capable of being centrally fueled. Such a term would be

useful both to clarify certain definitions, such as covered fleet 

operator, and to simplify the program for the states and the 

thousands of potentially affected fleet owners.

Thus,

this definition encompasses those vehicles that are known to be 

able to be centrally fueled, either because they already are or

they could be, pursuant to the definitions and determinations 
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normal operations is garaged at a personal residence at night 

shall be considered to be ... capable of being centrally

ThereEfpre, EPA is defining "can be centrally fueled" as 
meaning th^^um of those vehicles that are centrally fueled and 

those vehicles that are capable of being centrally fueled.

To determine if the fleet consists of 10 or more 



centrally fueled and capable of being centrally fueled, defined

below.

3. Centrally Fueled

As discussed in the response to comments section of this 

rule, EPA is defining "centrally fueled" as a fleet, or that part 

of a fleet, consisting of vehicles that are fueled 100 percent of 

the time at a location that is owned, operated, or controlled by 

the covered fleet operator, or is under contract with the covered

Any vehicle that under normal operations is fleet operator.

garaged at a personal residence at night but that is, in fact.

centrally fueled 100 percent of the time shall be considered to

be centrally fueled for the purpose of this definition. The fact

that one or more vehicles in a fleet is/are not centrally fueled 

does not exempt an entire fleet from the purchase requirements 

under the Act; those non-exempt vehicles that are centrally 

fueled or capable of being centrally fueled will count as covered 

fleet vehicles and will be applied toward the 10-vehicle minimum 

covered fleet size threshold.

described above, the determination of whether a vehicle is a 

covered fleet vehicle depends, in part, on whether the vehic . •

in a covered fleet that is centrally fueled.
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This <i|i£inition of "centrally fueled" is intended to clarify 

the criteria that determine if a fleet is centrally fueled. As 



It should be noted that the fact that a fleet vehicle is not

centrally fueled does not mean it is exempt from the program,

since the part of the fleet that is affected by the program are

those vehicles that are centrally fueled or could be centrally

It is possible that a vehicle that is not currentlyfueled.

centrally fueled could be centrally fueled. Vehicles that are

not centrally fueled, pursuant to this definition, and that are

not specifically exempt, pursuant to section 214(5), may still be

capable of being centrally fueled. Therefore, a fleet operator

who has determined his or her fleet vehicles are not centrally

fueled must still determine if they are capable of being could be

If they are, then the total of these vehicles,centrally fueled.

those vehicles that can be centrally fueled, may constitutei.e.,

a fleet that may be subject to the purchase requirements of the

Act.

Also, a covered fleet is any group of at least ten covered

fleet vehicles that can be centrally fueled; the entire fleet of

nonexempt vehicles need not be centrally fueled or capable of

Therefore, if only a portion of thebeing centrally fueled.

for example, if athen that subfleet is a covered fleet. So,

fleet consists of 20 vehicles, 18 of which are nonexempt, and if 

then tha1’.14 of those nonexempt vehicles can be centrally fueled.

subfleet of 14 vehicles is a covered fleet and is subject to the 
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fleet of nonexempt vehicles (a subfleet) can be centrally fueled, 
-i: ; <

and that stibfXeet consists of ten or more nonexempt vehicles,



purchase requirements under the Act.

Contract fueling is deemed to exist if a fleet vehicle is

refueling purposes. If this is the case, then that fleet vehicle

would be considered to be centrally fueled. However, if there is

no such contract, and the fleet vehicle receives no special 

refueling benefits at the service station (i.e., it is treated as

a normal retail customer), then that vehicle would not be

considered centrally fueled.

not considered to be a refueling agreement. However, commercial

fleet credit cards are considered to be a refueling agreement, 

since they are intended as a special fuel arrangement for fleet 

purchases alone.

should be relatively easy to determine if a vehicle is central

fueled 100 percent of the time.

have central fueling facilities or have arrangements for con’ •
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required to be refueled at a service station or other facility 

with which the fleet owner has entered into a contract for such

a) Contract Fueling

b) Determination of Central Fueling

Retail credit card purchases are

First, the fleet operator m-: •

EPA intends that determination of whether a vehicle is 

centrally J?w£led be made based on the refueling patterns for tha* 

vehicle, regardless of where it is kept when not in use. It



fueling with a fuel provider. Second, the vehicle must receive

all of its fuel from those central fueling facilities or through

that fuel provider, regardless of where that vehicle is parked

when it is not in use. Again, just because a vehicle is not 

centrally fueled 100 percent of the time does not mean that

vehicle is exempt from the program. It may be capable of being

centrally fueled, as described below.

EFA intends that states require that fleet operators report 

to them the number of their fleet vehicles that are centrally 

fueled in the manner described in the section on reporting

requirementsr below.

c) Location

For the purpose of this definition (and the definition of 

’’capable of being centrally fueled” below) , "location" means any 

building, structure, facility, or installation, which (i) is 

owned or operated by a person, or is under the control of a 

person; (ii) located on one or more contiguous properties and

This

fleet operator in a single covered area, in their entirety.

single refueling pump.
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(iii) contains or could contain a fueling pump or pumps for the 

use of the y’Shicles owned or controlled by that person, 

definition is meant to encompass all of the facilities of the 

Location is not meant to be interpreted narrowly, e.g., as a 



Capable of Being Centrally Fueled4.

EPA is defining a fleet that is "capable of being centrally

fueled" as a fleet, or that part of a fleet, consisting of

vehicles that could be refueled 100 percent of the time at a

location that is owned, operated, or controlled by the covered

fleet operator, or is under contract with the covered fleet

operator. The fact that one or more vehicles in a fleet is/are

not capable of being centrally fueled does not exempt an entire

fleet from the program; those vehicles that are capable of being

centrally fueled will count toward the 10-vehicle minimum fleet

size threshold.

EFA intends that the determination of whether a fleet is

centrally fueled will be made based on the refueling patterns for

that portion of the fleet consisting of nonexempt vehicles that

are not centrally refueled 100 percent of the time, excluding

those vehicles that are garaged at a personal residence at night.

This detemination will not be done on a vehicle-by-vehicle
basis, sinq^jjlt would be too easy to evade the program.

For

is capable of central fueling.

For the portion of the fleet operated in the covered are?

24

•jwr-
example, trips among vehicles could be shifted so that no vehicle

a) Determination of Capable of Being Centrally Fueled



that includes vehicles that are not centrally refueled 100 

percent of the time and are not garaged at a personal residence 

at night, there are two different cases in which the fleet

operator would need to determine whether these vehicles are

capable of being centrally fueled: (i) if the fleet operator

already owns, operates, or controls a location that contains 

central fueling facilities or has an arrangement for contract 

fueling, but some fleet vehicles are not refueled at those 

does not currently own, operate, or control central fueling 

facilities or does not have an arrangement for contract fueling.

EPA intends that the methods for making these determinations with

respect to each of these cases be performed as described below.

i) When fleet has refueling facilities. In the first case,

when a fleet operator already owns, operates, or controls central 

fueling facilities, or has an arrangement for contract fueling, 

the portion of the fleet operated in the covered area that is 

capable of being centrally fueled 100 percent of the time is 

equal to the ratio of the number of miles from trips that could 

'? r

which are garaged at a personal residence at night). For the

purpose of this calculation, miles from trips that could be 

centrally fueled are those miles from trips that would not
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facilities 100 percent of the time; or (2) if the fleet operator 

be centrally., fueled to the total number of miles travelled by 

that portiOT’of the fleet, averaged over all nonexempt fleet 
.1

vehicles (excluding those vehicles which are centrally fueled



require a vehicle to travel outside of its operational range.

The operational range is defined as being (1) no less than 50

percent of the average range of the existing fleet but (2) in any

case no less than 300 miles.

The calculation should be based on a sample trip profile for

that portion of the fleet operated in the covered area that is

not centrally fueled 100 percent of the time or garaged at a

personal residence at night, in the following way. Each fleet

operator will choose at least two, but not more than four.

noncontinuous weeks during the year or two preceding the year in

which the purchase requirements go into effect (i.e., 1996 or

1997).

Each of those weeks should be representative of normal

travel patterns for the fleet and should consist of seven

The first day of the first week and the lastcontinuous days.

day of the last week should not be more than 365 days apart. For

example, one week during each of the four seasons can be chosen,

or one week during each of two seasons, to capture any

The seven-continuous-day

If the normal days of operation for a fleet are onlyweek.

Monday through Friday, or Monday through Saturday, the fleet

would obviously not record trips for those days if, in fact, rv ■
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differenceo,:that may occur in fleet operating patterns due to 

seasonal fluctuations in business.•« .-f.

period is meant to reflect the fleet's travel patterns for a



trips occur.

For each of those weeks, a sample fleet will be chosen from 

among the fleet vehicles operated in the covered area that are 

not centrally fueled, not exempt pursuant to section 241(5), and

not garaged at a personal residence at night. The sample fleet

will consist of at least 5 vehicles for fleets of up to 20 

nonexempt, noncentrally fueled vehicles that are not garaged at a 

personal residence at night, and at least 30 percent of the 

number of nonexempt, noncentrally fueled vehicles that are not 

garaged at a personal residence at night for fleets of 21 or more

such vehicles, rounded up to the closest integer value (i.e., .30

x 21 vehicles - 7 vehicles). The purposes for which these

sample vehicles are used should reflect actual business 

operations (i.e., the sample fleet should contain the same 

proportion of vehicles used for sales, deliveries, etc., as in 

the fleet as a whole).

During each of the sample weeks, detailed travel logs will

Those travel logs will containbe kept for each sample vehicle.

returning to the place of origination, the location of the 

The originating point is assumed to be the locatilocation.
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informatioa^jabout the trips taken by each of the sample vehicles 

not limited to, the originating point of each r.rit 

destination point and the odometer reading of the vehicle at • i-

including,^^

and, for each destination point the vehicle visits before



the fleet's central fueling facilities. In the case when a fleet

or the one that makes the most sense for the needs of that

particular vehicle.

The fleet operator will use this information to calculate

the miles from trips that could be centrally fueled. As noted

above, a trip that could be centrally fueled is one that would 

not require a vehicle to travel outside of its operational range.

In other words, these are trips for which miles travelled from 

the vehicle's departure until its return to the same place would

not exceed the operational range of the vehicle. To calculate

this, a fleet operator would have the drivers of the sample 

vehicles make note of their vehicle's odometer reading when they 

set off on a trip and when they return, and each time they stop

to make a delivery or visit a customer. Using this information,

the fleet operator can calculate the miles from trips that could 

be centrally fueled in one of at least two ways.

order they were driven, until the total miles, from the point of 

departure, equals one-half of the operational range of the

vehicle. These represent the miles from a trip that could be
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Each time the vehicle leaves the originating 

point, it is beginning a new trip.

has more than one location with central fueling facilities, the 

originating point is the one where the vehicle typically refuels

In th^;'£irst method, the fleet operator will begin by 

tabulating the miles the vehicle travelled on each trip, in the



centrally fueled. These miles are summed over all trips made by

a sample vehicle for the sample week. Then, the fleet operator

will calculate the total number of miles driven for that vehicle

over the sample week. Third, the fleet operator will calculate

the ratio of miles from trips that could be centrally fueled to

total miles, for that sample vehicle and for that sample week.

For example, if the mileage accumulated within the operational

range of a vehicle, on a trip basis, over the sample week is 360,

and the total number of miles travelled on all trips by that

vehicle over that week is 720, then the ratio of miles from trips

is 360/720 = .50.

The ratio of trips from miles that could be centrally fueled

to total miles for the fleet of nonexempt, noncentrally fueled

vehicles that are not garaged at a personal residence at night is

determined by averaging the above ratio over the sample vehicles

and the sample weeks. So, for example, if there are 10 vehicles

in the sample fleet that operate in the covered area, and their

ratios for one sample week are .45, .94, .72,

.34,

.58.

Finally, this average fleet ratio is used to calculate the 

number of vehicles that are not centrally refueled 100 percent
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.68, .53,

.22, and .54, then the fleet average for that sample week is 

ThiS.^J^ekly ratio is then averaged with the ratios from the 

other sample weeks.

.59, .70,

that could be centrally fueled to total miles, for that vehicle,



This is determined

by multiplying the number of nonexempt vehicles that are not

centrally fueled and are not garaged at a personal residence at

night by that ratio. So, if there are 15 nonexempt fleet

vehicles that are not centrally fueled and are not garaged at a

personal residence at night and the average ratio for the fleet

is .55, then number of fleet vehicles capable of being centrally

fueled is .55 x 15 = 8.

be calculated after trips are completed, based on some reasonable

algorithm for the destinations and fleet trips involved.

However, it will still be necessary for the vehicle driver to

keep a record of the destinations visited, on a trip basis, and

in the order in which they were made. The fleet operator could

select his or her own algorithm, subject to review by the state.

ii) When fleet does not have refueling facilities. In the

case where a fleet operator does not own, operate, or control 

central fueling facilities, or is not under contract with a fuel

UBB. determination of the number of miles from trips provider,

that could be centrally fueled would be based on trips that woul1 

not require the vehicle to travel outside of its operational

range, using as a base the fleet's operating facility or. in •

case where the fleet operates from more than one facility. ♦- >
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the time and are not garaged at a personal residence at night 

that are capable of being centrally fueled.

Alternatively, miles travelled within operational range can



point of departure for the sample fleet vehicle for each trip.

The operational range is defined as (1) no less than 50 percent 

of the average range of the existing fleet but (2) in any event 

no less than 300 miles.

This calculation should be made based on information about 

the fleet trip profile accumulated in the same way as described 

above for fleets operated in the covered area that have central 

fueling facilities, either explicitly tabulating vehicle mileage

or by using an algorithm. Again, the fleet operator could select

his or her own algorithm, subject to review by the state. This

method will also require the vehicle driver to keep a record of 

the destinations visited, on a trip basis, and in the order in

which they were made.

Rounding Conventionb)

The following rounding convention will apply when 

calculating the number of vehicles in a fleet that are capable of

being centrally fueled. When the calculated percentage of a 

number,

number will be rounded down to the closest integer value. Thus,

the numbers 7.75 or 7.25 is rounded to 7. This rounding

convention was chosen to avoid the situation where a fleet 

operator would have to purchase more clean-fuel vehicles that ir
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fleet operator's vehicles for this determination is not a whole

i.G7v when a fraction of a vehicle is involved, the



needed for tripe within operational range of the fleet's central

refueling facility.

However, as specifically noted above, the number of vehicles

in the sample fleet, when calculated based on 30 percent of the

number of total nonexempt vehicles that are not garaged at home

at night, shall be rounded up to the closest integer value.

Trips reflect actual operationsc)

it is important to note that these calculations for the

determination of "capable of being centrally fueled" are intended

to be based on the actual travel patterns of fleets and do not

require or intend the fleet operator to change the order of the

destinations on any trips, or to split up trips into smaller

units. After the operational range is reached in the

calculations, it is not necessary to begin summing again as if

the vehicle returned to the central fueling location. The miles

travelled after the operational range is reached are considered

to be miles travelled outside the operational range of the

vehicle.

5.

EPA recommends that, for enforcement purposes, states 

require that fleets submit an annual report that would inclu-
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Reporting requirements



f

but not be limited to, the number and identification of all fleet

vehicles classified as (i) those that are exempt pursuant to

(ii) those that are vehicles that are garaged atsection 241(5);

a personal residence at night; and (iii) all other fleet

vehicles, by type. EPA further recommends that states include

appropriate reporting requirements to support the state's

determination of operation in a covered area.

In addition to requiring the reporting of the general

information described above, EPA believes that states should

require that each fleet consisting of 10 or more nonexempt fleet

vehicles report information concerning whether the fleet has 10

or more vehicles that operate in a covered area and which of

these fleet vehicles can be centrally fueled, as described in the

States should require the submission of thisprevious sections.

information sufficiently in advance of the effective date of the

program so as to make the necessary determinations, e.g., 30 days

before the effective date.

For the determination of operation in a covered area, the

of vehicles that operate in the covered area, by type; the number

of vehicles that operate in the covered area and can be centrally

fueled (covered fleet vehicles), by type; identity of covered
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additional.information states should require to be reported 

should include, to the extent it is not already reported above, 

the number of vehicles in the entire fleet, by type; the number



fleet vehicles (vehicle identification number), trip records of 

covered fleet vehicles (origination and destination points).

For the determination of "can be centrally fueled" 

(centrally fueled or capable of being centrally fueled), the 

additional information reported to the state shall be used to 

determine whether vehicles are either centrally fueled or capable

For centrally fueled, the additionalof being centrally fueled.

information to be reported to the state shall include, to the 

extent it is not already reported above, the number of fleet 

vehicles that operate in the covered area and are centrally 

fueled 100 percent of the time and their identity (vehicle

For capable of being centrally fueled.identification number).

the additional information to be reported shall include, to the 

extent it is not already reported above, the number of vehicles 

in the entire fleet, by type; the number of vehicles operated in 

the covered area, by type; the number of vehicles that are 

garaged at a personal residence at night and their vehicle 

identification numbers; the number of exempt vehicles and their 

vehicle identification numbers; the number of centrally fueled

sample fleet, by type and their vehicle

the sample fleet; the dates included in the sample weeks; the 

total mileage accumulated by the sample vehicles, by sample 

the total mileage accumulated in their operational range by 
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vehicles and. their vehicle identification numbers; the number of 

vehicles — -----, - - - - -

identification numbers; the operational range of the vehicles in 



sample vehicles, by sample week; how mileage was calculated; the 

ratio of miles from trips that could be centrally fueled to total 

miles, estimated using the sample results; and, if available, the 

total mileage accumulated during the sample periods by all 

nonexempt fleet vehicles that are not garaged at a personal 

residence at night.

The operational range for the sample fleet vehicles should 

be reported to the state by the fleet operator along with the

other characteristics of those vehicles. Again, the state may,

at its discretion, request a detailed explanation of how the 

operational range was determined and/or require the fleet 

operator to recalculate miles from trips that could be centrally 

fueled using a different operational range for the fleet vehicle 

if the operational range seems to be unusually low.

States, of course, would be able to review the information 

submitted to them regarding the determinations for operation in a 

covered area or "can be centrally fueled," and take action to 

assure the accuracy of the information.

repeated periodically.

the calculations be performed again when the fleet size chan ;

substantially, perhaps by 20 percent or every three years,
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For example, a state could require thi* 

Becaujg£ fleet operations can change over time, EPA 

recommends that states require that these calculations be



whichever first occurs, and that a new trip profile be filed with

This should provide a reasonable mechanism to assurethe state.

that the determinations are up to date without imposing

unreasonable burdens on fleet operations.

To permit states to keep track of changes in fleet size, all

fleets with 10 or more covered fleet vehicles that are located or

operate in the covered area shall be required to file a

This annual report should contain thesimplified annual report.

vehicles in the fleet, by vehicle type; thetotal number of

number of vehicles purchased during the prior year and the number

of clean-fuel vehicles purchased, by vehicle type; and the number

of anticipated vehicle purchases for the coming year and the

number of anticipated clean-fuel vehicle purchases, by vehicle

States should choose to make the reporting of obligationtype.

every two years, and cover more years.

A state may develop a way or ways of easing reporting

requirements, as long as the level of certainty achieved with

these methods is equivalent to the methods discussed above.

B.

Control1.

The term "control" is used in three ways in section 241(5)
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less than annual, e.g.,

'^7
Othexglllfeeinitions



First, it is used to

are

subject to the requirements of the fleet program. Second, it is

used to refer to the management of vehicles, to ascertain who

decides how and when the vehicles are used. Third, it is used to

refer to the management of employees. The term "control” is thus

crucial to the program, but its use in three different contexts

indicates that it needs three different definitions. The term

control is also used to aggregate any building, structure,

facility, and/or installation, as they pertain to a location, as

that term is defined in the definition of can be centrally

Therefore, EPA intends that these three 

definitions of control also be used in conjunction with the 

definition of location, to aggregate any building, structure, 

facility, or installation, controlled by the same person that are 

on one or more contiguous properties.

by such person, by any person who controls such person, by ary 

person controlled by such person, and by an person under comr 

control with such person shall be treated as owned by such
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number o£^

of the Act, which defines covered fleet.

join all entities under common management (e.g., different 

divisions b® the same company), to ascertain which vehicles

a) Joining Entities Under Common Management.

fueled, above.

Secti«u241(5) of the Act specifies that "in determining the 
‘lj,****^^E*v

ucles owned or operated by a single person ... all 

motor vehicles owned or operated, leased or otherwise controlled 



!

These ownership rights can take at least

three forms:

controlled facilities.

The first form of control with regard to joining all

entities under common management is when a third person or firm

firms. When this is the case, the vehicles of those firms shall

be aggregated. Thus, if firm A owns 51 percent of firm B and 51

percent of firm C, the sum of the vehicles of all three firms .

will be considered in determining the number of vehicles subject-

to the fleet program.

The second form of control with regard to joining all

entities under common management is when two or more firms have

common corporate officers, in whole or in substantial part, who

are responsible for the day-to-day operation of the companies.

aggregates 

officers, ih whole or in substantial part, acting in either the

same or different capacities, then the sum of the vehicles of

those firms will be considered in determining the number of

vehicles subject to the fleet program.
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controlled stock, controlled management, or

When this j^yt the case, the vehicles of those firms shall be 
Ki*
•Thus, if firm A and firm B have the same corporate

person." It is clear that the overall intent of this provision 

is to join'all entities that are under common management. In 

this case//8PA is defining "control" as a function of ownership 

rights in the entities.

W7

has equity ownership of 51 percent or more in each of two or more



I

has equity ownership of 51 percent or more of another firm. when

this is the case, the combined vehicles of both firms (or 

multiple firms in the case of three or more) shall be used to

subject to the fleet program. Thus, for example, if firm A owns

51 percent of firm B's facilities or stock, then the combined 

total of both firms' vehicles will be used to determine if they 

must comply with the requirements of the fleet program and how 

many clean fuel vehicles they must purchase.

"Lease, operate, or supervise,n means that a firm leases 

and/or operates equipment or facilities, or operates and/or

supervises the business of other firms as its primary business

A firm that engages in these activities for the 

general public or members of the broad business community, under

contract with those entities, is not considered to control the

firm to However, a firm whose

considered to be independent of the firms to which it supplies 

the services and can be considered to control, or to be

controlled, by them. Thus, EPA would consider fleet management
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equipment and/or facilities used by another person or firm, or

activity.

The third form of control with regard to joining all 

entities uMer common management is when one firm leases, 

operates, an^ervises, or in 51 percent or greater part owns 

renders these services.

determine the number of vehicles owned by the entities that are

ifprimary hragEness is to supply these kinds of services to one or 

more specific firms and not to the general public is not



vehicles they supervise.

"Supervision" is characterized as residing in a person or

committee at any time after November 15, 1990 and involves but is

not restricted to the following responsibilities: vehicle

purchasing and supplier negotiations; day-to-day maintenance and

fuel purchase management; specification and engineering

decisions; monitoring of operation costs; and/or coordination of

vehicle salvage or retail.

These provisions are necessary to combine vehicles among

firms that are closely related for the purposes of the fleet

program, based on either ownership of facilities, equity

.ownership, or common corporate officers. This is necessary

because some fleets are organized among a variety of corporate

entities, and section 241(5) requires that these fleets be

covered as an aggregation. The intent of these provisions is to

recombine; the purposes of determining whether a fleet is a

reasons.

It is not the intent of this provision to combine parts
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3

companies that are established to supervise the fleet of one 
■i*-- .

specific coflipany or a set of interrelated companies, and not to 

service th&'general business community, to control all the

covered.fEaSEKand whether a vehicle is a covered vehicle, the 

parts of a firm that is split up for tax, accounting, or other





supervises, or in 51 percent or greater part owns facilities

and/or equipment used by the subsidiary, or has equity ownership

of 51 percent or greater part of the subsidiary. If, on the

other hand, any one of those three conditions is true, then this

means that another person or firm has control over the subsidiary

and it should be aggregated with that controlling entity for the

purposes of the program.

EPA intends that, for the purpose of the definition of

installations owned or controlled by the same person be

aggregated in the same way as that for aggregating vehicles.

provided that those buildings, structures, facilities, and/or

installations are located on or consist of contiguous properties.

Section 241(5) of the Act refers to ”... all motor vehicles

owned or operated, leased or otherwise controlled by such

When used in this sense, i.e., with regard to theperson..."

A person

decide who can operate a particular vehicle and the purposes t

Under the Act, vehicleswhich the vehicle can be operated.

or controlled are those "owned or operated, leased or other™:
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managementrrOX vehicles, EPA is defining "control" as a function 

of the auth$^ity to make decisions about vehicle use. 
-

has control over a vehicle when that person has the authority

b) Management of Vehicles.

location, all buildings, structures, facilities, and/or



controlled" by a person. Therefore, leased vehicles are to be

considered in the same way as owned vehicles under the program.

Thus, an operator of a fleet of 10 or more leased vehicles is a

covered fleet operator.

At the same time, EPA realizes that a person does not have

the same level of control over a vehicle leased for a short

period of time, especially regarding vehicle choice, compared to

vehicles leased for a long period of time. As a result, only

vehicles leased for 120 days or longer will be considered

This 120-day period is slightly longerrelevant to the program.

than a calendar season, to take into account short-term

variations in fleet operations and seasonal fluctuations in the

number of fleet vehicles. On the other hand EPA does consider

longer-term vehicle exchanges that sometimes occur within fleets

to be events triggering the fleet purchase requirements, just as

they affect an area's air quality.

vehicles owned or operated, leased or otherwise controlled by ...

any person who controls such person, by any person controlled by

such person, and by any person under common control with such

When used inperson shall be treated as owned by such person."

this sense, i.e.t with regard to the management of employees,
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c) Management of Employees.

Section 241(5) of the Act provides that "... all motor 

’  ,  . ... .   . .



individual's time is used. A person has control over an

individual or an employee when that person has the authority to 

direct the activities of that individual or employee in a precise 

situation, such as at the workplace.

These two definitions of control, with respect to the 

management of vehicles and employees, are intended to clarify 

whether or not a vehicle comes under the requirements of the 

fleet program when a person or firm does not hold beneficial

title to it. For example, a leased vehicle is controlled by the

lessee, since it is the lessee who determines who can use the

vehicle and for what purposes. On the other hand, an employee's

personal vehicle is not considered to be controlled by his or her

Although the employer controls the employee in aemployer.

business sense, the employer cannot determine who uses the 

employee's vehicle and for what purposes, despite the fact that 

the employee may use the vehicle for business purposes as well as

This distinction is important because, in personal purposes.

addition to ownership, control is one of the tests for 

Similarly, a person who leases a building, structure, 

facility, and/or installation is deemed to control that buildin:.

structure, facility, and/or installation for the purpose of th-
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is defining "control" as a function of who decides how or when an

determining, if a vehicle comes under the requirements of the 

fleet prod^jT.





"any person who is engaged in the sale or the distribution of new 

motor vehicles or new motor vehicle engines to the ultimate

purchaser."

3. Emergency Vehicle

EFA is defining "emergency vehicle" as meaning any vehicle 

that is legally authorized by a governmental authority to exceed 

the speed limit to transport people and equipment to and from

These

vehicles normally have red and/or blue flashing lights and 

sirens.

EPA is relying on the speed limit criterion because this is

the way many states define "emergency vehicles." The requirement

for legal authorization to exceed the speed limit may be 

problematic for localities that authorize tow trucks and certain

utility vehicles to exceed the speed limit in special 

However, those vehicles are not normally

equipment to and from situations in which speed is required to 

save lives or property, their response to an emergency does not 

usually require them to exceed the speed limit, and they are n'--»
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The term "dealer" is defined in section 216(4) of the Act as 

situations in which speed is required to save lives or property, 

such as a rescue vehicle, fire truck or ambulance.

circumstance .̂

considered’-emergency vehicles in that their primary function does 

not include exceeding the speed limit to transport people and 





This definition is intended to clarify the difference

between law enforcement vehicles and vehicles used for other

security purposes. Under this definition, a vehicle is

considered to be a law enforcement vehicle and is exempt from the

Clean Fuel Fleet Program, by virtue of its use for official and

federal government mandate. Security company vehicles do not

generally comply with this definition, and as such are not exempt

from the fleet program unless they are contracted by a law

Vehicles

administrative purposes would not be covered under this

exemption.

Model Year5.

EPA is defining "model year" for purposes of fleet purchase

requirements as September 1 through August 31. For each model

year, states must ensure that fleet operators purchase (or lease) 

the number of clean-fuel vehicles, as a percentage of total new

According tp.this definition, for purposes of compliance, fleets

would compute their annual purchases (or leases) during the 

period from September 1 until August 31.

This definition of model year coincides with the period in 
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enforcement agency for the purposes described above, 

operated by law enforcement agencies largely for staff or

legal law enforcement purposes, as conveyed by local, state, or

vehicles purchased (or leased), required under the Act. 

.. .



which most automobile manufacturers introduce their new annual 

models, which should facilitate compliance since fleets can make 

their purchase plans regarding clean-fuel vehicles when they make 

their plans for purchasing all new model vehicles.

It is not the intent of this definition to require motor 

vehicle manufacturers to change their model years to reflect this

definition of model year. This definition is only intended to 

clarify which vehicles count towards a fleet operator's required 

annual purchases under the program, to ensure that all fleet 

operators purchase vehicles based on the same annual period.

This is important to facilitate enforcement of the program.

Thus, any new vehicles purchased by a fleet operator between

September and August are counted toward the purchase requirement 

of the same year, and are considered of the same model year as

Otherwise, fleet operatorsthe January that falls between them.

could evade the requirements of the program, particularly in the 

initial years when the difference between purchase requirements 

is substantial (30% of new model year 1998 light-duty vehicles;

50% of new model year 1999 light-duty vehicles, and 70% of new 

0 light-duty vehicles). Also, without this

over a period longer than 12 months by purchasing their vehicles 

based on the manufacturer's model year.
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model yearjft

requirement^it would be much more difficult for states to keep 

track of annual purchases, since fleets could spread them out 



6. Motor Vehicles Held For Lease or Rental To The General Public

EPA is defining "motor vehicles held for lease or rental to

extended-term leasing (with or without maintenance), without a

driver, pursuant to a contract.

This definition is intended to clarify whether a fleet falls

under the exemption for leased or rented vehicles contained in

section 241 (5). According to this definition, the vehicles must

be owned primarily for the purpose of renting or leasing them

them in exchange for money or other compensation. In addition,

this exchange must be based on a contract! Thus, a firm cannot

be found to "lease" its vehicles to its employees unless the

vehicles are owned primarily for leasing them to the general

public and they are leased pursuant to formal contracts which

give control of the vehicle to the lessee.

The exenqption for fleet vehicles held for lease or rental to

lie provides an exemption for fleets of vehicle.^

from which potential lessees or renters can choose. This is

important because not all potential lessees or renters are

covered fleet operators who are required to rent or lease clef

fuel vehicles as part of the purchase requirements of the Ac’
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controlled primarily for the purpose of short-term rental or

the general public" as meaning a vehicle that is owned or

without a driver, effectively granting someone else control over

the genera



According to this definition, as long as vehicles held for

lease or rental to the general public remain under the control of

the lessor or renter (the "rental fleet operator"), they are not

covered vehicles in a covered fleet and are not subject to the

However, once control of any such vehicle isprogram.

transferred from the rental fleet operator to a lessee or a

renter for more than 120 days, the vehicle is counted as part of

the lessee's or renter's fleet for purposes of determining

whether the fleet is a covered fleet and subject to the purchase

requirements of the program.

The 120-day period is slightly longer than a calendar

season, and is meant to take into account short-term variations

in fleet operations and seasonal fluctuations in the number of

Covered fleet operators, as described above, whofleet vehicles.

intend to lease or rent a vehicle for more than 120 days will be

required to follow the purchase requirements of the Act, which

may require leasing or renting clean-fuel vehicles. As a result.

although vehicles held for lease or rental to the general public

are exempt from clean-fuel vehicle fleet purchase requirements,

New Covered Fleet Vehicle7.
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EPA is defining a "new covered fleet vehicle" as a vehicle

clean-



that has not been previously controlled by the current purchaser,

regardless of the model year, except as follows: (1) vehicles

that were manufactured before the start of the fleet program for

such vehicle's weight class, (2) vehicles transferred due to the

purchase of a company not previously controlled by the purchaser

or due to a consolidation of business operations, (3) vehicles

transferred as part of an employee transfer, or (4) vehicles

transferred for seasonal requirements (i.e., for less than 120

days) are not considered new. States are permitted to

discontinue the use of the fourth exception for fleet operators

who abuse the discretion afforded them. This definition of new

covered fleet vehicle is distinct from the definition of new

vehicle as it applies to manufacturer certification, including

the certification of vehicles to the clean fuel standards.

The definition is intended to describe vehicles which are

new to the fleet rather than newly manufactured. It would not be

appropriate to define "new covered fleet vehicle" as a "new motor

vehicle" as that term is defined under section 216(3) of the Act,

i.e., as a vehicle for which "the equitable or legal title has

To do so would

titled to an ultimate purchaser.

At the same time, it is not the intent of this definiti •
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simply by purchasing barely used vehicles that have already been

never beex^£xansferred to an ultimate purchaser."
allow flee^^^perators to avoid the requirements of the program



consider all newly-purchased vehicles as new covered fleet

vehicles. There are four exceptions to this general principle;

otherwise, all vehicles leased or purchased for a fleet are 

considered in determining the number of new covered fleet 

vehicles purchased by a covered fleet operator for purposes of 

calculating percentage purchase requirements.

The first exception is for vehicles manufactured before the

This applies on a vehicle classstart of the fleet program.

Thus, if the program does not begin until model year 1998 basis.

for light-duty vehicles, then the exception would apply for LDVs

Since the program ismanufactured in model years through 1997.

statutorily required to begin in 1998 for heavy-duty vehicles, 

the exception for HDVs would apply to model years through 1997.

Pursuant to this exception, a purchase of a vehicle manufactured 

in a model year before the program begins for that class would 

not be considered a purchase of a new vehicle for the purpose of

calculating percentage purchase requirements. The purpose of

this exception is to allow fleet operators who have consistently 

purchased used vehicles to continue that practice by not being 

required to purchase CFFVs until used CFFVs become available.

other merger, 2) with a transferred employee, or 3) for less than

These types of transfers would be extraordinarily120 days.
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the covered fleet 1) as part of a takeover, consolidation, or 

-.y.’ ■

The other three exceptions are for vehicles transferred into 



difficult to consider when calculating percentages. It is not

than necessary to comply with the statutory requirements.

However, this definition is designed to limit the ability of 

fleet operators to circumvent the program's requirements simply 

by purchasing vehicles outside of the covered areas and 

transferring them into the covered areas through fictional

mergers or acquisitions. These three exceptions are discussed 

individually below.

First, vehicles transferred as part of a takeover or 

consolidation of operations, through a merger or the closing of a 

division, will be excluded from the requirements of the program.

If these vehicles were considered to be new, they could 

substantially increase the number of "purchases" in the year of

acquisition and thus the requirement for the purchase of clean

fuel vehicles for that year. Moreover, in most cases the

complying fleet operator does not choose the vehicles that are 

transferred as a result of a takeover, and such vehicles would 

not necessarily meet the clean-fuel vehicle emission standards.

Second, vehicles transferred with employees will be excl-rs* !

This is because it is not the in*--- •from program requirements.
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EPA's intent to force fleet operators to change practices more 

Including-flach transferred vehicles may require covered fleet 
operatorsj^^jrarchase a substantial number of unneeded vehicles, 

credits, or vehicle conversions.



of these provisions to affect company personnel decisions (e.g..

basing transfers or promotions on what company car the person

drives)f or to force the early sale of vehicles because the

driver is moving and must be given a new car because of the

location. However, any vehicle purchased for the use of a

transferred employee after the transfer will be considered a new

covered fleet vehicle.

Third, vehicles transferred for seasonal requirements (i.e.,

less than 120 days) are also exempted from the requirements of

The 120-day period is intended to allow transfersthe program.

Thisfor slightly longer periods of time than a calendar season.

will allow companies to respond to different "high seasons"

without unnecessary confusion. Because this exception may be

subject to more abuse than the other two, since it would allow 

companies to avoid the program by continuously rotating vehicles, 

states may, at their discretion, discontinue the use of this 

exception for fleet operators who abuse it.

8. Nonroad Vehicle; Nonroad Engine

engine" to have the same meaning as defined by EFA in a

such time as those definitions are finalized, the definition’ 
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EPA intends for the terms "nonroad vehicle" and "nonroad 

rulemaking concerning emission standards for nonr$jad engines 

Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, 58 FR 28809, May/*?,') 1993) . '’r.



these terms contained in section 216 of the Act shall apply.

9. Owned or Operated, Leased, or Otherwise Controlled By Such

Person

The phrase "owned or operated, leased or otherwise 

controlled by such person" appears in section 241(5) of the Act,

in connection with the determination of the vehicles to be

included in a covered fleet. EPA is defining this phrase as

meaning that (1) such person holds the beneficial title to such 

vehicle; or (2) such person uses the vehicle for transportation 

purposes pursuant to a contract or similar arrangement, the term 

of such contract or similar arrangement is for a period of 12Q 

days or more, and such person has control over the vehicle 

pursuant to the definition of control, above.

The intent of this definition is to include, for purposes of 

the determination of participation in the program, any vehicles 

controlled by a fleet operator, whether by ownership or lease.

The 120-day period is intended to reflect the fact that the 

10. Person
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leasing of?^Fehicles can occur for short periods of time, and such 

short term^temporary leases should not be subject to the terms 
aS?.' -

of the program.



The Act refers to all fleets of ten or more vehicles which

are owned by. a person, or "by any person who controls such

person, by any person controlled by such person, [or] by any

person under common control with such person." EPA is defining

the term "person" in accordance with section 302(e) of the Act,

according to which "the term 'person' includes an individual,

corporation, partnership, association. State, municipality.

instrumentality of the United States and any officer, agent, or

employee thereof."

Under Normal Circumstances Garaged at Personal Residence11.

EPA is defining the phrase "under normal circumstances

garaged at personal residence" as meaning a vehicle that, when it

is not in use, is normally parked at the personal residence of

the individual who usually operates it, rather than at a central

refueling, maintenance, and/or business location.

This definitions is intended to extend the "at night"

lifically provided by Congress to those people whoexemption ..

work at n.

employee's vehicle and that is normally kept at the user's pl^.^

of residence when not in use is exempt from the program.

notwithstanding the timing of the periods of use and non-use
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political subdivision of a State, and any agency, department, or

Under this definition, a vehicle that is owned by 

a business entity but treated as personal vehicle or an



It is not the intent of this definition to exempt those

vehicles which are garaged at a personal residence at night but

which are, in fact, centrally fueled 100 percent of the time.

Section 241(6) of the Act provides that vehicles garaged at a

personal residence are not to be considered "capable of being

centrally fueled." The Act does not exempt these vehicles if

they are in fact centrally fueled. An example of a nonexempt

vehicle is a centrally-fueled repair truck that the fleet

operator sends home with an employee so that the employee can go

directly to her/his repair jobs in the morning.

Vehicles Used for Motor Vehicle Manufacturer Product12.

Evaluations and Tests

EPA is defining "vehicles used for motor vehicle

manufacturer product evaluations and tests" as vehicles that are

owned and operated by a motor vehicle manufacturer or motor

vehicle component manufacturer, or owned or held by a university

research department, independent testing laboratory, or other

such evaluation facility, solely for the purpose of evaluating

It is the intent of this definition to exempt from the

program vehicles used by a motor vehicle manufacturer for

production control or quality control reasons, as well as those
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the performance of such vehicles for engineering, research and 

developmentjjJ;br quality control reasons.



vehicles covered under an EPA testing exemption issued under 40

CFR part 83^aubpart R.

i

Multi-state Nonattainment AreasC.

In addition to the above definitions, clarification of the

issue of multi-state nonattainment areas is needed to ensure

consistency among different SIPs. Clarification of this issue

will facilitate fleet compliance and enhance implementation of

the fleet program.

Multi-state nonattainment areas are nonattainment areas that

If each state included in the nonattainmentcross state lines.

area regulates its fleets differently, the program compliance

requirements for fleet operator would become much more complex

than if they had to comply with one set of requirements for the

entire area.

In addition, the Act specifies that "credits may be traded

or sold for use by any other person to demonstrate compliance

with othe

nonattai;

areas be consistent to ensure that credits can be freely trade.!

throughout the nonattainment area.
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requirements applicable under this section in the same 

\area.’’ This legislative language supports a 

requirement that fleet programs in multi-state nonattainment

M



Therefore, to limit the number of fleets affected by

conflicting^-requirements, and to ensure that the credits earned

through the-credits program uniformly apply across states, this

action requires that, to the greatest extent possible, multi

state nonattainment areas promulgate consistent clean-fuel

vehicle programs. For example, the credit programs and TCM

exemptions should be the same to optimize vehicle use and credit

exchange among fleets. Also, the determination of program

elements raised in the above definitions, such as average

operating period and the criteria for determining the degree of

operation within a covered area, should be substantially the same

for states in a multi-state nonattainment area.

Knvironmental and Kconomic ImpactsIV.

To the extent that there are impacts due to incorporating

today's final definitions into the larger Clean Fuel Fleet

program, they are best analyzed in the context of the full

EPA will address the environmental and economic impactprogram.

of the entire Clean Fuel Fleet program in the final Regulatory

The RIA will be released

92-30) at the time of publication.

Statutory Authorityv.
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• •<*.*

Impact AnaAyals (RIA) for this program.

^.finalizing CFFV emission standards and conversion 

regulations and will be available in the docket for that rule (A-

with the -jilgEBL



1

The statutory authority for this proposal is provided by 

sections 241> 246, and 301(a) of the Act.

Administrative Designation and Regulatory AnalysisVI.

Under Executive Order 12866 £58 Federal Register 51,735 

(October 4, 1993)], the Agency must determine whether this 

regulatory action is "significant” and therefore subject to OMB

review and the requirements of the Executive Order. The order

defines "significant regulatory action” as one that is likely to 

result in a rule that may:

(1) have an annual effect on the economy of $100 million or

more or adversely affect in a material way the economy, a

sector of the economy, productivity, competition, jobs, the

tribal governments or communities;

(2) create a serious inconsistency or otherwise interfere

with an action taken or planned by another agency;

(3) B^^^cially alter the budgetary impact of entitlements,

grants, user fees, or loan programs or the rights and

obligations of recipients thereof; or

(4) raise novel legal or policy issues arising out of legal
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environment, public health or safety, or State, local, or



I



r

1

3501 et seq.

Judicial ReviewIX.

Under section 307(b)(1) of the Clean Air Act, ERA hereby 

finds that these regulations are of national applicability.

Accordingly^ judicial review of this action is available only by 

filing a petition for review of the United States Court of

Appeals for the District Of Columbia Circuit within 60 days of

publication. Under section 307(b)(2) of the Act, the 

requirements which are the subject of today's notice may not be 

challenged later in the judicial proceedings brought by ERA to 

enforce these requirements.

List of Subjects in 40 CFR Part 88X.

Administrative practice and procedure. Air pollution 

control. Gasoline, Labeling, Motor vehicle pollution, Reporting 

Dated:

Carol M. Browner

Administrator
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9

requirements of the entire Clean Fuel Fleet program have been 

submitted for approval to the Office of Management and Budget 

(0MB) under: the Paperwork Reduction Act, 44 U.S.C.

and recordlUMip^1*? requirements.


